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Background: Successful transcatheter aortic valve replacement (TAVR) requires an understanding of how a
prosthetic valve will interact with a patient's anatomy in advance of surgical deployment. To improve this
understanding, we developed a benchtop workflow that allows for testing of physical interactions between
prosthetic valves and patient-specific aortic root anatomy, including calcified leaflets, prior to actual prosthetic
valve placement.
Methods: This was a retrospective study of 30 patients who underwent TAVR at a single high volume center. By
design, the dataset contained 15 patients with a successful annular seal (defined by an absence of paravalvular
leaks) and 15 patients with a sub-optimal seal (presence of paravalvular leaks) on post-procedure transthoracic
echocardiogram (TTE). Patients received either a balloon-expandable (Edwards Sapien or Sapien XT, n = 15), or
a self-expanding (Medtronic CoreValve or Core Evolut, n = 14, St. Jude Portico, n = 1) valve. Pre-procedural
computed tomography (CT) angiograms, parametric geometry modeling, and multi-material 3D printing were
utilized to create flexible aortic root physical models, including displaceable calcified valve leaflets. A 3D printed
adjustable sizing device was then positioned in the aortic root models and sequentially opened to larger valve
sizes, progressively flattening the calcified leaflets against the aortic wall. Optimal valve size and fit were determined by visual inspection and quantitative pressure mapping of interactions between the sizer and models.
Results: Benchtop-predicted “best fit” valve size showed a statistically significant correlation with gold standard
CT measurements of the average annulus diameter (n = 30, p < 0.0001 Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank
test). Adequateness of seal (presence or absence of paravalvular leak) was correctly predicted in 11/15 (73.3%)
patients who received a balloon-expandable valve, and in 9/15 (60%) patients who received a self-expanding
valve. Pressure testing provided a physical map of areas with an inadequate seal; these corresponded to areas of
paravalvular leak documented by post-procedural transthoracic echocardiography.
Conclusion: We present and demonstrate the potential of a workflow for determining optimal prosthetic valve
size that accounts for aortic annular dimensions as well as the active displacement of calcified valve leaflets
during prosthetic valve deployment. The workflow's open source framework offers a platform for providing
predictive insights into the design and testing of future prosthetic valves.

Abbreviations: TAVR, Transcatheter aortic valve replacement; CTA, Computed tomography angiogram; TTE, Trans-thoracic echocardiogram; LVOT, left ventricular
outflow tract; 3D, 3-dimensional
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Table 1
Benchtop-predicted and clinically implanted valve sizes. Patients are primarily grouped by the presence or absence of a paravalvular leak and secondarily
grouped by type of implanted TAVR valve. Experimentally predicted “best fit” valve size is reported, along with the manufacturer's recommended size based on 2D
annular measurements and the clinically deployed valve size. CT maximum and minimum diameter, the average diameter and the area were obtained from 2D
images using standard TAVR measurement technique.** No recommended size reported.
Prosthetic valve sizing

CT measurements

Paravalvular Leak?

Valve Type

Benchtop Prediction
(diameter)

Manufacturer's Recommendation
(diameter)

Actually Deployed
(diameter)

CT measurement
(mm)

CT ave diameter
(mm)

CT area
(mm2)

No

Sapien XT

23
23
26
29
23
23
29
26
26
23
23
29
23
29
26
29
29
23
23
26
29
26
29
26
26
26
29
29
29
26

23
23
26
29
26
26
29
29
26
23/26
26
31
26
31
29/31
29
29
26
23
29
29
26
29
29
26/29
29
34
31
**
27

23
23
26
29
23
23
26
29
26
23
26
29
29
31
31
29
26
23
20
26
26
23
26
29
26
29
31
31
31
25

18 × 24
20 × 24
21 × 29
26 × 31
22 × 26
19 × 26
24 × 28.6
23 × 27
18 × 25
17 × 23
18 × 25
22 × 31
20 × 25
26 × 30
23 × 29
23 × 30
24 × 27
20 × 25
20 × 26
25 × 28
24 × 31
20 × 29
24 × 32
21 × 26
20 × 26
25 × 25
25 × 34
24 × 31
29 × 36
21 × 26

21
22
25
28.5
24
22.5
26.3
25
21.5
20
21.5
26.5
22.5
28
26
26.5
25.5
22.5
23
26.5
27.5
24
28
23.5
23
25
29.5
27.5
32.5
23.5

330
331
464
612
400
338
528
434
469
303
329
504
356
592
518
609
426
355
390
565
575
424
550
394
390
479
666
559
738
397

Sapien
Core Evolut

CoreValve

Yes

Sapien XT

Sapien

Core Evolut
CoreValve

St Jude

1. Introduction

sizer and patient-specific aortic root anatomy, including the active
displacement of calcified aortic leaflets during prosthetic valve
opening. This workflow has the potential to help guide the selection of
optimal valve size for a given patient and alert the physician to the
presence of unfavorable geometric interactions between a patient's
anatomy and the artificial valve that could result in procedural complications. Through further feedback with real patient data, this pipeline also offers prospects for a better understanding of the mechanisms
and factors underlying successful percutaneous valve placement and
may help inform future valve designs not only at the aortic, but at all
valvular positions.

Transcatheter aortic valve replacement (TAVR) is widely established as the most common FDA-approved treatment for patients with
severe symptomatic aortic stenosis who are at moderate (or greater)
risk for surgical valve replacement.1–3 Despite its widespread use, a
recurring challenge of TAVR is achieving a personalized prosthetic
valve fit for every patient. Poor fit may result from unanticipated interactions between the geometry and positioning of a prosthetic valve
and a patient's anatomy, and may lead to complications. Oversizing the
prosthetic valve can lead to annular rupture, and under-sizing can result
in an ineffective seal/paravalvular leak or prosthetic valve embolization. Many studies have attempted to predict ideal prosthetic valve fit
based on patient-dependent factors such as annular size, shape, and
distribution of calcified deposits.4–7 However, it is still difficult to
predict how an opening valve will interact with a unique individual's
anatomy.
3D printing is becoming an important tool in the cardiovascular
imager's toolbox,8,9 offering unique opportunities to tailor surgical
procedures to patients through the creation of physical models of patient anatomy derived from routine pre-procedural imaging studies.10–12 3D printed models have been shown to decrease the learning
curve for difficult procedures and improve pre-procedural planning for
cases involving complex 3D anatomy.13–15 In recent years, 3D printing
has expanded beyond just the visualization of anatomy, capitalizing on
unique properties of 3D materials to physically interrogate how patient
anatomy might respond to proposed surgical interventions.13,16
In the study, and as a proof of concept, we utilized 3D printing
technology to develop and validate a benchtop workflow to test physical interactions between an expandable custom-designed TAVR valve

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Study population
This IRB approved, retrospective study included 30 subjects who
underwent a TAVR procedure at Massachusetts General Hospital between the dates of 1/1/2013 and 12/31/2016. To ensure that the study
population contained patients with a range of prosthetic valve fits,
subjects in this historical dataset were selected based on the presence
(n = 15) or absence (n = 15) of paravalvular leaks (a consequence of
inadequate seal between prosthetic valve and patient anatomy). The
inclusion criterion for patients with paravalvular leak was the presence
of mild, moderate, or severe paravalvular leaks on follow-up transthoracic echocardiograms (TTE) in the 30 days following TAVR.
Patients who had a transient paravalvular leak at the time of procedure,
but spontaneous resolution on follow-up TTE in the 30 days following
the procedure, were excluded from this study. The control group consisted of 15 randomly chosen subjects who underwent TAVR procedure
22
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during the same time-period. The inclusion criterion for the control
group was the documented absence of paravalvular leak on TTE during
the 30 days following the procedure. Age was as follows: control group,
84.9 ± 5.4 (average ± standard deviation), range 71–91; paravalvular leak group, 84.4 ± 5.3, range 72–92. There were 8 female and
7 male patients in the control group and 9 female and 6 male patients in
the paravalvular leak group.
The type of valve placed was not part of the initial inclusion criteria,
but was considered after data collection for analysis purposes. 15 subjects received balloon-expandable Edwards Sapien valves (either Sapien
or Sapien XT) (Edwards Lifesciences, Irvine, CA, USA), 14 received selfexpanding Medtronic valves (CoreValve or Core Evolut) (Medtronic,
Dublin, Ireland) and 1 received a self-expanding St. Jude Portico valve
(St. Jude Medical, St. Paul, MN, USA) (Table 1). All data were doubly
blinded to the size of valve placed, the type of valve, and outcomes
(paravalvular leak vs. none).

generate
leaflets
(http://ahmedhosny.github.io/av-generator/)
(Supplemental Fig. 1). X, Y and Z coordinates were measured from CT
data at 7 locations: the point of coaptation of the leaflets (P0), attachment points at the level of the sinotubular junction (P1-P3), and the
basal attachment points for the leaflets (P4-P6) (Fig. 2). These coordinates were then entered into the software, which automatically
interpolated curves through the coordinates to create leaflets with a
uniform thickness of 0.4 mm. The segmented aortic root and calcified
deposits were then imported into the software (as STL files) to confirm
appropriate alignment of the generated leaflets with the patient's
anatomy. Leaflet shape could then be refined by primary controls (sliders) to correct any alignment issues with the aortic annulus and sinuses of Valsalva. A second set of controls were used to adjust the
curves within the generated leaflets to maximize alignment of the
leaflets with segmented leaflet calcified deposits (Fig. 2C and D). The
leaflets and their associated calcified deposits were then exported as
separate STL files (Fig. 3).

2.2. CT imaging

2.4. Multi-material 3D printing

Cardiac CT scans were performed per standard department protocol.
Axial volumetric prospective electrocardiogram-gated acquisition was
performed through the heart over a complete R-R interval (0–95%
phase) (SOMATOM Definition FLASH, Syngo, Siemens). Images were
reconstructed at 10% intervals across one R-R interval (0–95%) at 1 mm
slice thickness using a standard soft tissue kernel (i31f). Pixel spacing
was 0.263 × 0.263 mm. Patients received iodinated contrast per departmental protocol. Contrast bolus tracking was performed in all patients with a region of interest in the descending aorta using a 200
Hounsfield unit threshold.

Aortic root/LVOT models were printed on a Connex500 multi-material 3D printer (Stratasys, Rehovot, Israel). At each print layer, flexible and rigid material photopolymers of different colors were simultaneously jetted and then UV-cured into a solid model. The
materials used for the calcified deposits and the aortic root/leaflets
were the rigid white VeroWhitePlus® (RGD835) and the flexible transparent TangoPlus® (FLX930), respectively. These two materials represent the stiffness-flexibility extremes for this specific 3D printer,
with an approximately 1000-fold modulus difference – the Vero being
approximately 1 GPa and the Tango approximately 1 MPa.21 All aortic
root models were printed at 2x size to circumvent the technical difficulties with printing very thin leaflets as well as to facilitate more accurate sizing estimates (as described hereafter).

2.3. Translation of DICOM data to 3D printable files
2.3.1. Creation of the aortic root and left ventricular outflow tract
For each subject, the best motion-free dataset in diastole was chosen
for aortic leaflet coordinate measurements and creation of the 3D
model. Diastole was used as leaflets were closed, allowing for motionfree characterization of their size and shape. The blood pool of the
aortic root, annulus, and left ventricular outflow tract (LVOT) was
segmented using manually determined threshold values adjusted for
each subject to include contrast but exclude the aortic wall and surrounding mediastinal structures (3D Slicer, Brigham and Women's
Hospital, Boston MA17), as previously described.18 Blood pool segmentation sets were then converted to 3D printable stereolithography
(STL) file formats and exported into computer-aided design (CAD)
software (Meshmixer, Autodesk; San Rafael, CA) for further post-processing. A 2 mm thick wall was added to the outside of the blood pool in
all models to simulate the aortic wall (average thickness of the aortic
wall is 2.3 mm19).

2.5. Design of custom sizer
Given that real-time adjustment of the valve was a requirement of
our protocol, we designed a 3D printable sizer loosely based on the size
specifications of a Sapien XT valve (adjustable diameter ranging across
20–29 mm, with adjustments to 23, 26 and 29 mm; fixed height of
16 mm) (file available for download at https://3dprint.nih.gov/
discover/3dpx-007958). The sizer was printed at 2x size to match the
2x 3D printed valve models. The design of the sizer included a central
stud and an expandable cylindrical valve. Clockwise and anticlockwise
rotation of the central stud expands and contracts the cylindrical valve
respectively, thus simulating the opening of the valve to multiple diameters in succession. A one-time use pressure-indicating film
(Pressurex-micro®, Sensor Products Inc., USA) was wrapped around the
cylindrical valve to map contact pressure between the sizer and the 3D
printed aortic models. Pressure mappings were digitally captured and
thresholded to obtain a quasi-quantitative contact map. The sizer was
printed from rigid material (VeroWhitePlus, modulus of 1 GPa) to ensure that circularity was maintained during deployment in the face of
counter-pressure from the aortic models. This is an important aspect of
any TAVR prosthesis, as any deformation of the circular geometry of the
valve may lead to prosthetic leaflet distortion and altered kinematics.22
The sizer was not designed to simulate variations in height among
prosthetic valves of different diameters, nor did it take into consideration the particular features of other prosthetic valve types (e.g.
the hourglass shape of the CoreValve).

2.3.2. Creation of calcified aortic leaflets
Calcified portions of the valves, annulus, and LVOT were easily
segmented using thresholding strategies (Fig. 1). In all cases, the calcium Hounsfield units were higher than the contrast-opacified blood
pool, allowing for robust separation of these two volumes. In contrast,
the thin, non-calcified portions of the leaflets could not be accurately
separated from the surrounding contrast-enhanced blood pool since
their average thickness in relation to z-slice thickness made them susceptible to volume-averaging (average thickness of un-calcified leaflets
is 0.41 mm20) (Fig. 1). This rendered Hounsfield unit-based segmentation strategies for non-calcified portions of leaflets impractical. To circumvent this problem, a hybrid strategy was designed whereby leaflets
were parametrically modelled based on seven landmark coordinates,
measured from the CT data.

2.6. Experimental design/methodology
Benchtop-predicted “best fit” valve size was determined by a single
observer (AH) for all 30 subjects using the valve sizer. “Best fit” refers
to the observer's subjective decision on the valve size least likely to

2.3.3. Parametric design of aortic valve leaflets
A web-based open source software was developed to parametrically
23
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Fig. 1. Segmentation of aortic leaflets is variably challenging. 3D printing requires a segmentation step, wherein voxels are assigned a “keep” or “discard” status
depending on the structures of interest. CT data is particularly amenable to threshold-based segmentation strategies based on Hounsfield unit (HU) values. (A) Axial
CT image of an aortic valve. The adjacent color map demonstrates the range of HU within the data set, spanning from −1016 to 1205. Choosing a threshold cut-off
that includes all non-calcified portions of aortic valve leaflets is challenging due to volume averaging. As seen in panel (A), leaflets have a wide variety of HU, as
demonstrated by the variable green and blue. (B) Two different HU cut-offs for segmentation (145–349 HU range and 145–400 HU range). The lower cut-off leads to
gaps in the leaflets, while the higher cut-off leads to inclusion of noise in the segmentation. (C) Calcifications have a significantly higher HU that protects against the
effects of volume averaging, and are thus easier to segment. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web
version of this article.)

result in paravalvular leak or annular rupture; this was decided by
physically checking for circumferential seal between the sizer and the
walls of the aortic root model at each incremental valve size and recording the results (Fig. 4). First, the sizer was placed in a collapsed
position within each 3D printed aortic model at the level of the aortic
annulus and was adjusted so that it was coaxial with the aortic root,
with the valve centered on the aortic annulus so that one half of the
valve was above the annular plane and the other was below. Next, the
sizer was sequentially opened to 4 different sizes (20, 23, 26 and
29 mm) and areas of inadequate seal (gaps) were recorded by the experimenter for each size. Finally, the “best fit” was determined by reviewing recorded results. Cases where inadequate seal could not be
overcome by increasing the valve size were recorded as at risk for
paravalvular leak. The experimenter was blinded to the clinically deployed valve size, type (CoreValve, Core Evolut, Sapien, Sapien XT or
St. Jude) and outcome (paravalvular leak vs. none).

on 2D CT imaging data sets, as well as to the size of valve clinically
implanted. Sensitivity, specificity, and positive predictive value (precision) were determined for prediction of paravalvular leaks.
3. Results
3.1. Accuracy of 3D printed models relative to CT data
Patient-specific 3D printed models were visually compared with CT
imaging data to confirm the accuracy of the parametrically generated
leaflets (Fig. 5). Next, 3D model annulus accuracy was confirmed by a
statistically significant correlation between 3D model annular measurements made with the benchtop sizer and gold standard average
annulus diameter measurements made on corresponding 2D CT images
by a radiologist with cardiac imaging fellowship training (BR) (n = 30,
p < 0.0001 Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test, Spearman rank
sum = 0.877, p < 0.0001) (Table 1).

2.7. Statistics

3.2. Benchtop-predicted “best fit” versus clinically determined valve size for
balloon-expandable valves

Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test and Spearman rank sum
were used to compare aortic annular measurements made with the
sizing device with the average annulus diameter measurements made

There was agreement between predicted and clinically implanted
24
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Fig. 2. Landmark coordinate extraction and parametric leaflet modeling. (A) 3D (x, y and z) coordinates of seven landmark points on aortic leaflets are obtained
from CT data. (B) Diagram illustrating relationship between the seven landmark points and the parametric leaflet model. (C) Controls are used to adjust leaflet shape
to ensure alignment with the aortic annulus and leaflet calcium. (D) Table illustrating the primary and secondary controls and the corresponding leaflets they affect.

Fig. 3. Diagrammatic illustration of the sizing and leak prediction workflow. The aortic root and leaflet calcifications are segmented from cardiac CTA images
and converted into printable mesh files (STL); the underlying leaflets are parametrically created with software, based on landmark coordinates measured from the
CTA, and incorporated into the overall model. The patient-specific model is then printed on a multi-material 3D printer. A sizer device is used to simulate multiple
prosthetic valve sizes. The probability of a paravalvular leak is predicted by pressure mapping and/or direct observation.

valve size in 9 out of 15 (60%) subjects who received a balloon-expandable valve (P = 0.03 Wilcoxon Rank Sums, Spearman rank sum
0.8769) (Table 1). For all 6 subjects where there was disagreement, the
benchtop testing recommended a “best fit” valve size that was larger
than the size that was clinically implanted (Table 1). Of note, 5 of those
6 patients developed a paravalvular leak, raising the possibility that the
valve was undersized in the clinical scenario.

expanding valve (CoreValve, Core Evolut or Portico) (Table 1). In all 10
cases of disagreement, the benchtop-predicted “best fit” size was
smaller than the implanted size. Because all benchtop measurements
were carried out with a sizer designed to mimic an annularly placed
valve, the measurements did not take into consideration the upsizing
recommendations for the Medtronic valves (necessitated by the supraannular position of the prosthetic valve). We therefore applied a postanalysis correction factor based on the manufacturer's recommendations to the predicted valve sizes of all subjects that received a Medtronic valve in a secondary analysis. All predictions were upsized by
one valve size (e.g. 23 mm upsized to 26 mm, 26 mm upsized to 29 mm,
etc). This led to a match between predicted “best fit” and clinically
implanted valve size in 10 of the 15 patients who received self-

3.3. Benchtop-predicted “best fit” versus clinically determined valve size for
self-expanding valves
There was a match between predicted and clinically implanted
valve size in only 5 of the 15 (33%) patients who received a self25
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Fig. 4. Sizer device used to simulate TAVR prosthetic. (A) Schematic drawings of the sizer device in both open and closed positions. (B) Sizer inserted into aortic
model and set to the desired diameter by rotating a dial. (C) Series of tests performed on an aortic model by expanding the sizer to different diameters. (D) Flowchart
illustrating the sizing process where the diameter (d) and vertical alignment (h) are adjusted for best fit.

expanding valves (67%) (improved from the baseline 33% match). We
did not apply a correction factor to the predicted “best fit” in the single
case of the St. Jude valve, given that the prosthetic valve is located at
the annular plane.

value of 60% (Table 2).
3.5. Quantitative prediction of effective seal
Topological pressure maps were created in 5 subjects who received
balloon-expandable valves (Fig. 6). Dark regions represent contact between the sizer and the model, while light regions denote a lack of
contact. Light regions that continued from the top to the bottom edge of
the valve sizer (indicating a channel) were identified as potential leak
locations. These potential leak locations corresponded with the actual
location of leaks as reported on post-procedure TTE (See Fig. 6 legend).

3.4. Qualitative prediction of effective seal
At the time of fit testing, predictions were made about which patients were at high risk for inadequate seal and development of a
paravalvular leak. This prediction was based on visual evidence of an
incomplete seal between the expanded valve sizer and the patient
model at the annular plane. Overall, 17 cases were predicted to be
negative for leak and 13 cases were predicted to be positive for leak.
Predictions were correct in 20 cases (true positive + true negative) and
incorrect in 10 cases (false positive + false negative).
Correct predictions (combined true positive and true negative) were
made in 11 of 15 subjects who received balloon-expandable valves. The
qualitative prediction test had a sensitivity of 75%, specificity of 71%,
and positive predictive value of 75% (Table 2). Correct predictions
(combined true positive and true negative) of inadequate seal/paravalvular leak were made in 9 of 15 subjects who received self-expanding valves. The qualitative prediction test for this subset of valves
had a sensitivity of 43%, specificity of 75%, and positive predictive

4. Discussion
Here, we report on the performance of a benchtop workflow designed to physically determine optimal TAVR valve size and fit for a
unique patient's anatomy. The development of scalable and patientspecific workflows is vital and timely. As TAVR devices and safety
improve, the number of patients eligible for this intervention will
continue to grow.1,23–26 Being able to identify intermediate and low risk
surgical patients whose anatomy places them at greater probability for
TAVR complications is critical. These patients may be better served by
surgery, as the risks of an imperfect TAVR result may outweigh the
26
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Fig. 5. Examples of 3D printed models and corresponding CT images. Photographs of 3D printed models are on the left and source CT images on the right; CT
images are reconstructed in the annular plane; thin MIP (3–5 mm) technique is used to demonstrate calcifications to better effect.

benefits of a minimally invasive approach.
Annular measurements provide an important starting point for determining appropriate valve size, but additional patient-specific factors
must be considered. For example, the degree of annular eccentricity and
the relative distribution of calcified deposits on valve leaflets and in the
LVOT influence valve anchoring and seal.27–31 It is not known to what
extent each of these factors contributes to the final fit. For instance,
should the presumed effect of annular eccentricity be weighted more
than distribution of calcified deposits or vice versa? A key advantage of
our workflow is that it provides a relatively non-ambiguous result that
synthesizes anatomical data, such as leaflet calcified deposits, annular
size, and annular and LVOT geometry - without needing to determine
the relative weighting factors for these different characteristics. For
example, the greater disagreement between predicted and clinically
implanted balloon-expandable valve sizes in patients with poor fit
(62%, defined by presence of paravalvular leak) versus those with good
fit (14%, defined by absence of paravalvular leak) suggests that the
workflow might have identified problems or aspects of fit with these
valves that were not clinically apparent. Given that in all cases of discrepancy, the larger valves were recommended by the benchtop
workflow, it is possible and perhaps even likely that the experimentally
predicted size would have outperformed the clinically-implanted size
by reducing the risk of paravalvular leak.
While our pipeline lays important groundwork for more efficient,
patient-specific, and safer TAVR by its design, it can be made inherently
more generalizable and effective in future iterations. First, the less accurate predictions for self-expanding relative to balloon-expandable
valves can be addressed through the design of additional sizers that
more closely match various valve styles and dimensions and

incorporate more detailed stent, leaflet, skirt, and sealing cuff designs,
or through development of mathematical conversion factors for predictions based on the valve type and degree of upsizing recommended
by the manufacturer. Moreover, since the sizer mechanism was constructed parametrically and fabricated as a single piece using additive
manufacturing, additional sizers can be rapidly produced based on the
desired need of the physician. This flexibility also allows for continued
alignment with valve iterations over time. For example, the first and
second generation valves evaluated here have largely been replaced by
newer models, including the Sapien 3, with enhancements to mitigate
paravalvular leaks.32 Future iterations of the sizer will reflect these
design changes.
Second, we created models from aortic roots in diastole to facilitate
measurements needed to create aortic leaflets. However, the aortic root
is maximally expanded during systole, which could have affected the
accuracy of our results. To address this issue, a more thorough understanding of calcified leaflet deformation modes obtained from ex-vivo
microCT studies could be used to augment our valve simulation model
through the incorporation of a second set of landmark leaflet measurements made during systole.
Third, the actual physical properties of the aortic wall, calcified
deposits, and valve were approximated given current limitations in 3D
printable materials. While the geometric accuracy of the 3D printed
model has been validated, the mechanical properties of the 3D printed
materials used in this study are only capable of small scale deformations, falling short of the strain-stiffening behaviour demonstrated by
human aortic tissue. More biologically accurate materials33 will allow
improved modeling, including re-creating pressure gradients during
flow analysis and quantitatively testing forces that could result in

Table 2
Leak prediction test results. Leak prediction test results for all patients, patients with balloon-expandable valves and patients with self-expanding valves.
Valves

Predictions

Leak Present

Leak Absent

Sensitivity

Specificity

Precision

ALL VALVES

Leak predicted
No leak predicted
Leak predicted
No leak predicted
Leak predicted
No leak predicted

TP = 9
FN = 6
TP = 6
FN = 2
TP = 3
FN = 4

FP = 4
TN = 11
FP = 2
TN = 5
FP = 2
TN = 6

60%

73%

69%

75%

71%

75%

43%

75%

60%

BALLOON EXPANDABLE
SELF EXPANDABLE
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(caption on next page)
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Fig. 6. Examples of size and pressure testing. Examples of cases without (A and B) and with (C, D and E) paravalvular leaks. Clock-face positions are used to
reference the leak location. Red markings along the hour positions demonstrate confirmed locations of paravalvular leaks, as assessed on post-procedure TTE. Red
arrows on the radiographic images depict leak locations qualitatively predicted during experiments. Dashed red lines on the pressure maps demarcate areas of low or
no contact pressure that persist from the top edge to the bottom edge of the valve (forming a channel); these are areas where leaks were quantitatively predicted. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

annular rupture. Recent advances in 3D printed metamaterials with
micro-structured reinforcements16,34 and the development of novel
photopolymerizable hydrogels pave the way towards achieving these
results.35
Fourth, our predicted “best fit” was determined by a single observer's observations and was therefore subjective. However, the open
cage-like design of the sizer makes it amenable to the addition of realtime sensory elements, which would result in a more objective read-out
utilizing pressure mapping and proximity-sensing. Our initial results
with quantitative pressure mapping are encouraging and support this
presumption.
Finally, the data is limited by the design of the study. It was performed retrospectively with only 30 patients at a single center. The
outcome of the procedure is also heavily dependent upon the ability of
the individual performing the procedure. Future data will be made
more valuable by performing prospective studies that include a larger
number of patients and multiple sites.
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